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Managed Orgasm - Kneel and Serve 

Managed Orgasm Assignment - Serve and PLEASURE your Domina 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $6.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

Category: Assignments-Chastity

My pet, one of the benefits of being My submissive, whether you are in Chastity or ?NOT in Chastity, is
that your Domina knows how to keep you HORNY and HARD.  I can take you to the edge, the very edge
and keep you there.  This SERVE AND PLEASURE YOUR DOMINA Assignment has two parts and two
very sexy pictures of Me for encouragement and visual pleasure.

This is one of your chances to stroke this week...so take advantage of the opportunity.

Reviews

Thursday, 08 February 2018 

Ampther great file on the journey towards total chastity. Mistress Shelle is awesome!

puppy frye 

Monday, 05 February 2018 

A wonderful assignment, I really enjoyed this one, I believe you will too. Well worth the pickup.
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Rose Willis 

Saturday, 03 February 2018 

Domina knows how to nurture Her long distant relationships with her slaves. She does this with assignments like this one that reinforce
all of our training and intimate desires when we think of Domina and the powerful control She wields over us. This assignment intensifies
the emotions we feel on a regular basis for Domina and reminds us why we so dearly admire and adore what Domina offers us - a
chance to freely express our submission to a compassionate and loving Dominant who wants to enslave and perfect us. That sounds
like a very good offer to me... 

Steven Haslam 

Saturday, 03 February 2018 

There is nothing like “too much” when it comes to worship assignments: I always feel very close to Domina afterwards. Suitable
complementary recordings are for the first part of the assignment: “At Her Feet” but also “Body Obsessed My SEXY FEET” and for the
sec. Thank You Domina! 

nadette  
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